How the sources of physical variation interact with a data collection plan determines what can be learned from the resulting data set, and in particular, how measurement error is reflected in the data set. The implications of this fact are rarely given much attention in most statistics courses. Even the most elementary statistical methods have their practical effectiveness limited by measurement variation; and understanding how measurement variation interacts with data collection and the methods is helpful in quantifying the nature of measurement error. We illustrate how simple one-and two-sample statistical methods can be effectively used in introducing important concepts of metrology and the implications of those concepts when drawing conclusions from data.
Introduction
Good measurement is an essential part of collecting informative data, a vital ingredient of empirical learning. Measurement quality has many practical implications. In commerce, it is essential that a liter of fuel is a liter throughout the world, and that when a consumer's electric meter indicates that a kilowatt hour has been used, a kilowatt hour has really been delivered. In medicine, when a blood sample is sent to a laboratory for the measurement of vitamin D concentration, it is important for setting of a proper patient treatment that the test result adequately reflects the underlying nature of the sample (Pollack (2009) ).
Good measurement and good statistics go hand-in-hand. Meaningful inferences regarding real-world problems must be based on good measurements, while rigorous quantification of measurement quality depends upon statistical methods. In general, "measurement" is not an important emphasis in most statistics courses. In this article we argue that it can and should be.
The following methods are standard material in elementary statistics courses. There are the one-sample confidence limits for a mean,
and for a standard deviation, 
assuming a normal distribution. Only slightly less common are the two-sample confidence limits for the difference in the means of samples from two normal distributions, 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 s s y y t n n − ± +
(where t denotes a t value with estimated degrees of freedom) and for the ratio of standard deviations from two normal distributions, 
They are typically described as being applicable to "the" population (or process) mean (s) and "the" population (or process) standard deviation(s) and illustrated using some kind of (normal) "box(es) of tickets" model(s) (in the style of Freedman, Purves, and Pisani (2007) An outline of this article is as follows. In Section 2, we begin with some basic principles of measurement error and its quantification and modeling. In Section 3, we consider "one-sample" data collection schemes, how elementary inference methods are affected by measurement error, and how those methods can help quantify measurement error. Next, in Section 4, we consider more complicated situations, involving "two-sample" data collection plans and two-sample inference methods. In Section 5, we suggest several classroom activities to help bring alive the impact and quantification of measurement error. We conclude the article with a discussion in Section 6.
Some Basics
The "population" means and standard deviations we teach students to estimate are means and standard deviations of the relevant data-generating mechanisms (that include the relevant measurement processes). The assumption that the estimates correspond directly to quantities of subject matter interest is often not stated and sometimes not correct. For example, the population mean could refer to the mean weight of net contents in boxes of a type of cereal plus the mean measurement error in hypothetical repeated measurements of the net weight in one such box. Unfortunately, "the population" is "the data population" whose characteristics can be substantially different from what is really of primary interest. In order to have a framework for discussing these concepts, we first set forth some basic terminology.
We introduce the term measurand to denote the numerical characteristic of an object being measured. When we apply a measurement process to a single object, we hope to learn about the value, x , of that measurand. We will use the word (measurement) device to include a fixed combination of physical measurement equipment, operator/datagatherer identity, measurement procedure, and surrounding physical circumstances (such as time of day, temperature, etc.) used to produce a measurement, y , that is intended to represent the measurand. We shall demonstrate that the measurement potentially provides information not only about the measurand, but also about the measurement process itself. The difference between the measurement and the value of the measurand, 
The possibility that measurement bias depends upon the measurand is problematic. In many measurement situations, substantial real world resources are spent trying to reduce the measurement bias through calibration studies and adjustments. When the bias is nonzero, it may be possible to assume that the bias is constant. In this case, some metrologists call the device making the measurement linear over a specified range of measurands. The possibility that measurement precision depends upon the measurand is a more difficult matter and in general cannot be simply "adjusted away" by clever transformation of y .
If multiple measurands are under consideration, it is natural to think of x itself as random, with each measurand representing a sample from an underlying population.
Where neither bias nor precision depends upon the measurand (i.e., ( ) 
The impact of measurement error displayed in (5) and (6) All of this material is fairly standard, but it is often not presented in general statistics courses. What we propose here that goes beyond this well-known material is systematic attention to and elaboration of these ideas in the context of the methods given in (1) -(4).
One-Sample Inference and Measurement Error
A useful and common illustration associated with the one-sample methods in (1) and (2) involves a box of numbered tickets with μ and σ written on the side of the box, where μ and σ represent the mean and standard deviation of the numbers on the tickets in the box. A sample of n tickets is taken from the box which provides the numbers 1 2 , , , n y y y  that can be used to carry out inference for μ and σ . This picture raises the question, "Exactly what does the box represent?" and intentionally ignores details of data collection that are tied to what can actually be learned from the data.
Figures 3 and 4 are schematics of two quite different scenarios that are covered by the "single box of tickets model." In these and subsequent figures, the notation "
indicates independent draws from a distribution whose mean is the first argument and whose standard deviation is the second argument. The first case, a single measurand measured repeatedly as depicted in Figure 3 , is relatively simple, but not terribly common in practice. As a way to motivate this case, consider the situation of measuring the width of a single binder clip with a vernier micrometer that produced the measurements in Table 1 . For this first case, application of formulas (1) and (2) Notice that if what is being measured is a standard for which x is supposedly known, subtracting x from y in a) above produces a way to make an inference about the bias
. This implies that the simple inference method in (1) already provides an elementary context for discussing the important topic of bias-adjustment in an elementary statistics course.
The second case, a sample of measurands measured by a single measurement system, is shown in Figure 4 and is much more complicated than the first. For the binder clip example, a sample of binder clips can be measured by a single micrometer to produce the measurements in Table 2 . In general, if the measurand x is random, This simplification misses the opportunity to introduce the concept of measurement error and teach what statistical methods can and cannot do. For example, the facts that "the mean" is really the mean of measurand plus bias and that no amount of sampling (or clever calculation) will eliminate the bias, are important practical points about both measurement and statistics. The fact that the interval in (2) applied directly to the observations y will typically overstate the size of x σ because of measurement variation is also important. If we are going to claim that our methods really help explain the world around us, it is important that we carefully discuss their limitations and implications. Figure 5 illustrates a third way that a sample of n measurements y can be generated.
Here, a single measurand is measured using n different devices. (In this and the remaining cases, we will not mention the binder clip example, but the reader can extend it to many of these cases.) Using the word "device" to represent all aspects of the process used to make a measurement, this kind of figure might illustrate a situation in which the same piece of measurement equipment is used by multiple operators to measure x . Notice that we may ignore any dependence of bias and precision on x here, but that random choice of measurement device makes the quantities δ and meas σ random. Then (1) and (2) unappealing, but the discussion of this situation is still useful. Producing a "sample" of n observations by measuring the same measurand with n different measurement devices begins to illustrate the problems associated with switching measurement systems during a given empirical study. When the difference between devices is explained completely by the difference between the humans involved in measurement, Figure 5 As a final example of the interaction of metrology concepts and simple one-sample statistical methods, the "paired data" scenario is presented in Figure 6 . Under the non-trivial assumptions of (independence and) device linearity and constant precision of measurement, device biases can be compared by applying (1) to the differences d regardless of the origin of the measurands. The relevant "population mean" is 1 2 δ δ − . If one of the devices involved provides "gold standard" measurements guaranteed to have no bias, then the bias of the other device can be estimated, and henceforth measurements can be replaced with bias-adjusted ones. This approach assumes that the device is well-adjusted, so the corresponding δ is guaranteed to be 0 relative to the gold standard. Assuming the devices are linear and have constant measurement precision, inferences made on the basis of a single measurand can be extended to all other measurands in the range of the devices. However, there is at least one important circumstance in which the data collection design represented by Figure 7 cannot be used to compare two measurement devices. That is the case where measurement is destructive, so multiple measurements cannot be made on a given item. In this case, Figure 8 shows the only practical kind of data collection design for comparison of two devices. In the case portrayed by Figure 9 , the difference of "population" means will be ( )
Two-Sample Inference and Measurement Error
In the case that the device is linear (i.e., ( ) x δ δ = ), this is simply 1 2 x x − and the confidence limits given in (3) observations, instructors also need to help their students see the differences, e.g., the difference between a single device making multiple measurements and multiple devices making a single measurement.
Instruction
At Iowa State University, we use simple hands-on in-class measurement exercises involving simple/cheap plastic dial calipers and (hard to size) Styrofoam TM packing peanuts to give students a better understanding of some of the data collection plans illustrated here. Individual students are asked to measure one dimension of several different peanuts and to also remeasure that dimension of a single peanut a number of times. The data that is collected then serves as raw material for homework based on the ideas from this article. Students like this instructional device and find that it makes many of the concepts of metrology concrete. It also gives the instructor a specific case to refer to as lectures progress. Besides the packing peanuts example, the binder clip example introduced in Section 2 can be used with admittedly more expensive micrometers.
Finally, another suggestion is to measure masses of items like binder clips with balances that would be readily available in a university's chemistry laboratory. Moreover, smaller standard masses can be purchased relatively inexpensively to assess bias of the balances.
Discussion
The particular methods represented by (1) -(4) do have technical limitations (particularly those for standard deviations). Miller (1986) provides some perspective on these limitations. However, our goal here is to convey the interplay between measurement and statistics, not the specific details. We believe the impact of measurement error and application of inference methods for quantifying measurement error should be an explicit part of a statistics education at all levels. While we have concentrated on the most elementary methods, there are more complicated issues that are both fascinating and important, but these issues can only be considered at higher levels.
